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Catch up on our 2015 events on YouTube and iTunes U
The holidays are a great time to catch up on
binge-watching. If you missed any of the
Emory Libraries’ poetry readings, Creativity
Conversations, or other events this year, no
worries. Our complete video playlist is
available on our YouTube and iTunes U
channels.
YouTube
Our poets’ readings in 2015 included U.K.
Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy (pictured in
the screenshot at right) and 2014-15 U.S. Poet
Laureate Charles Wright, both of whom
brought humor and wisdom to their
audiences.

“Bobby Jones: The Game of Life,” our main
exhibition in the Schatten Gallery this
year, gave us plenty of video material.
You’ll find MARBL Moments vignettes on
materials from the Bobby Jones collection;
and a conversation with biographer Sidney
L. Matthew, who placed his research files
with the Stuart A. Rose Manuscript,
Archives, and Rare Book Library, as well
as one with psychologist Bob Jones IV, the
famed golfer’s grandson, who shared
stories of his grandfather’s mental
toughness.

And videos from our other events are likely
to pique your interest, such as Atlanta’s
Living History, a panel of historians who
came out for the launch of the Emory
Campus Mobile Tour, and vignettes of the
tour stops, such as the history of the Quad
(screenshot at right).
To view our entire collection on YouTube,
visit the Emory Libraries and Information
Technology Services playlist.

iTunes U
To download our videos at no charge and watch at your leisure on iTunes, follow these links under
the Emory Libraries collection of iTunes U albums:
Events at the Emory Libraries
Carol Ann Duffy
Charles Wright

From readings to receptions, don’t miss a single event. Get updates sent to your phone or
email, or add a reminder directly to your calendar. See what's coming up and choose an option that
suits you.

Read our latest news, learn about our
events and exhibitions, and see how the
Emory Libraries are making
headlines here .
View previous issues of Keywords here.

Help us inspire creative expression, scholarship,
and new knowledge. Contribute to Emory Libraries.

